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MONDAY NIGHT BREWING IS…
• An Atlanta-based craft brewery launched in 2011 and opened up our own brewery 

in 2013

• First new company to build a brewery in the City of Atlanta in almost 20 years

• Headed by 3 white-collar ex-necktie-wearing escapees with specialties in 

marketing, operations, and finance

• A growing, merry team of misfits with a great reputation for quality and consistency

Jeff: Finance

Jonathan: Talking to you

Joel: Beer making
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How we started

• Born out of an Atlanta bible study

• Connection and relationship = backyard brewing on Monday nights

• Attendance grew quickly

• Jeff, Jonathan & Joel put their heads together and forged a plan
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Who we were

Jeff Heck

• Finance, strategy

• Methodical, conservative

Joel Iverson

• Operations, supply chain

• Unflappable, get-it-done guy

Jonathan Baker 

• Marketing, branding, social media

• Passionate, creative
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An overview of the craft beer market

• Craft beer makes up $14.3 billion, or 14%, of the $100 billion domestic beer 
market

• There are over 2,800 brewpubs and breweries in operation in the U.S., more 
than at any time since the 1880’s

• Still, nearly 85% of beer production in the U.S. is supplied by 5 companies

Source: Brewers Association 2011, Technomic 2012 Beer TAB report

Craft (14%)

“Macro” (86%)
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Unparalleled industry growth

• Craft beer volume in the U.S. has increase three-fold in the past decade, a 
13.5% CAGR.

• Over the same time period, large U.S. beer producers saw their sales 
decrease by 7-10%

Source: Brewers Association 2011

U.S. Craft Brewing Industry Dollar Volume
(in millions of dollars)
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What’s so special about craft beer?

• Overall trend in preferred flavor profiles to more complex, 

varied and interesting tastes…not just in beer

− Loss of brand loyalty

− But a willingness to try anything

• Cultural reemphasis on the authentic

− Local

− Not just the product, but the experience
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The 3 things craft breweries have to have to make it

1. Excellent Product

2. Differentiated Marketing

3. Strong Distribution Partners
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Requirement #1: Excellent Product

• What we needed:

– “Good liquid” in a crowded market

• What we didn’t have:

– Chemistry of brewing knowledge

– Brewing experience on a commercial 

scale

• What we had:

– Time and patience

– A high-quality contract brewer

– Hired a top-notch head brewer for 
our own facility
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Requirement #2: Differentiated Marketing

• What we needed:

– A draw for consumer trial

• What we didn’t have:

– Much (any) money

• What we had:

– A strong marketing guy

– Social media savvy and a high-

traffic blog

– 4 years and 2,000 people who had 

experienced Monday Night 

firsthand
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The Monday Night brand:

weekends are overrated

Smart

Witty

White collar

About celebrating 

the work week

The Monday Night brand is:
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Requirement #3: Strong Distribution Partners

• What we needed:

– A distribution system with scale…

– …but also a willingness to take on 

a start-up

– Grocery relationships

• What we didn’t have:

– A dedicated sales force

– Relationships with retailers

• What we had:

– Strong media presence prior to 

launch

– A compelling story

– A well-articulated growth plan
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Phase 1: Contract brewing

• Raised some capital from friends and family

• Jonathan quit his job, went part-time with MNB

• Began contract brewing in summer of 2011

– Signed with 2 large distributors willing to take 

a chance

– 2 initial beers, draft only

– Minimal capital needs upfront

• Focused on marketing

– Targeted accounts

– Social media

– PR – spreading the word
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Phase 2: Build our own brewery

• Raised a lot more capital…and borrowed even more through SBA

• Got the right people in place:

– Hired a sales director

– Joel quit his day job

– Hired a head brewer and a lot of consultants

• Signed a lease in June, 2012, opened our doors in January, 2013

June 2012 January 2013
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Why build a brewery?

1. Capacity

2. Control

3. Community
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Capacity: Volume = margin

• 30 BBL, 4-vessel brewhouse system

• Four 90 BBL fermenters, two 30 BBL fermenters

• Kegging and bottling line capability

• No sharing margin with contract brewer
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Control: Quality, consistency and creativity

• Ensure consistency in 

every batch

• Ownership and visibility 

into entire brew cycle

• Ability to experiment, 

innovate and develop 

new recipes
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Community: Our tasting room is our new garage

• Open Mondays, Thursdays and Saturdays for public tours & 

tastings

• Private events provide supplemental revenue and awareness

• Environment is critical to connect people to Monday Night 

Brewing

2006 - 2011 2013 and beyond
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In closing, the beer business is…

Growing.

Brutal.

A blast.


